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Objectives
The É:Calm resource is made up with French scholar and
student manuscripts produced in a variety of usual contexts
of teaching. The specificity of the é:calm resource is to pro-
vide an ecological digital dataset that gives a broad overview
of texts written at school, highschool and university [1].

Handwritten primary sources

Figure 1: Example of primary source collected from 4th grade pupils. Com-
ments in pink were written by the teacher. The original copy has been
scanned, cropped and de-identified

The É:Calm data processing
1. Collecting real data produced by pupils and students as part
of usual writing activities or in reply to instructions designed
by the researchers but always supervised by the regular
teacher

2. Collecting metadata about the classroom and the class work
(<settingDesc>)

3. Scanning, cropping and de-identifying texts
4.Digitalizing text manually and encoding into XML format
acc. to the TEI-P5 norm the main graphical aspects such as
layout (<p>, <lb>) and revisions i.e. deleted and added text
portions (<mod>) and unreadable or unclear segments
(<gap>, <unclear>)

5. Checking the transcription and the XML encoding
6.Manual spell checking via misspelling annotation
(misspelled/spelled word alignment)

7. Checking the spell checking
8. POS-tagging and automatic parsing (Talismane[2])
9. Giving access to the data for research and teaching

Partnership (ANR project)
The É:Calm resource results from the pooling of pre-
existing corpora developed by 3 French research groups
in Linguistics with the help of one in Educational Studies

CLESTHIA (Paris) – the EcriScol corpus made
up with elementary school texts presenting succes-

sive versions including teacher comments

CLLE (Toulouse) – the ResolCo corpus made up
with texts representing all the educational levels

(from primary school to university) and written acc. to a
common instruction

Lidilem (Grenoble) – the ScolEdit corpus giving
access to texts written by individuals throughout

their elementary grades; the Littéracie Avancée corpus
made up with texts written by students (Higher education)

Circeft (Créteil), research in Educational Studies

Available data
Table 1: Quantitative overview of the current version of the
E:Calm resource (*estimated nb. of words)

Education level #texts #words*
Elem. School 2375 656010
Middle School 1077 958500
High School 86 129000
University 648 2599250

Gold Standard Dependency SubCorpus:
manual checking of the POStagging and Parsing
made by the Talismane toolkit [2]:
I 68 texts, 11 706 token out of punctuation
I 5 education levels (grades 3, 4, 6, 9 and Master Degree)
I 2 coders: Cohen’s kappa score before adjudication

I k = 0.45 for POStagging (i.e. wrong POStag Y/N)
I k = 0.28 for Parsing (i.e. wrong governor Y/N)

Time consuming: 1:30’ per text (30’ for XML
encoding, 25’ for XML checking, 35’ for
misspelling annotation) + 35’ for checking the
Talismane output

First Results

Revisions and Misspellings
Annotation

Table 2: Number of annotated revisions (mod) and misspellings (err)

grade #mod #texts mod/text #err #texts err/text
23587 3034 8 24256 1521 16

1 (CP) 280 373 1 na
2 (CE1) 2651 604 4 3211 231 14
3 (CE2) 5011 564 9 4381 168 26
4 (CM1) 1703 208 8 745 68 11
5 (CM2) 9008 626 14 9145 517 18
6 (6e) 1104 154 7 3333 98 34
8 (4e) 204 47 4 na
9 (3e) 1075 103 10 1324 84 16
10 (2de) 1681 67 25 1308 67 20

IAt grade 6, a strange misspelling spike probably related to
text length

POStagging and
Parsing Evaluation
Table 3: Talismane accuracy for POStagging
and Parsing i.e. nb. of correct POStags, syn-
tactic attachment (UAS – unlabelled attach-
ment score) on the nb. of tokens in the Gold
Standard; and nb. of correct labels (LAS –
labelled attachment score) on the nb. of cor-
rectly attached tokens

#tokens accuracy
POS 11 706 96.2
UAS 11 706 97.5
LAS 11 262 90.7

I cf. Tran, T.M.N (2019) Évaluation de l’analyseur syntaxique
Talismane et évolution des phrases complexes du corpus
RESOLCO Master Dissertation, Univ. Bordeaux Montaigne.

Next steps: corpus annotation and analyses
ICo-reference and discourse relations management through the successive education grades
IMisspellings typology and analysis through the successive education grades with a focus on verbs
ITeacher comments typology
ICorrelations between these 3 annotation levels
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